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PS.Trading Cards and Achievements will come out with the final version.

*Game Introduction *

--「The more we learn, the more ignorant we get.」
T 5d3b920ae0
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call sleaze work; it's still poorly translated like pretty much ALL SakuraGame stuff, it's still runs on shady paid "lottery"
promotions if we need more of them than raffles on Steamgifts, people still bait into their "refund" policy that is nothing but to
look like good guys, and while I played trough this "novel", I was shocked to see so many "blank" expressions and sentences due
to again, dangerously high use of Chinglish. I would just say that this novel is mediocore like it's prequel, especially with Valve
trying to take them all down. However, that's not the end of problems; the company, AKA the publisher has shady history
behind it's creation and practices; and especially comments pretty much shows that it's rather shadow and scummy, while trying
to bribe people to drive attention away. This was pretty much the last straw at forgiving trash, misusing goodwill for more
money, ripping off creators of their deserved money from their work, abusing Steam to earn more money and acting as "power
to the players" to exploit infinite money of their cheap garbage, post poorly censored porn that is worse than Huniepop and
whatever stuff. On top of that they also use copyrighted content for their games; again, it's not theirs, their work is devired from
licensed JP and other stuff, while trying to make it as if that was their own. When they lowered the price of their first game,
Super Star, which was a mobile clone of some JP game with stolen content on top of that, and refunded previous people, the
popularity blew up, and reviews as well, but it's STILL a Chinese rip off of a JP game called Loveplus(no H content)along with
stolen unlicensed content from other sources. How people can lower their standards and still protect this scummery is uncertain,
but I know why. If you try to silence me, I will try another. If I can't, other people will rebel just like me if they know just as
much. I will ensure that more people will know the truth behind it. Don't let people to fool themselves and forgive trash games
that if Steam needs MORE of them. I can understand mediocore/diversed stuff, but Digital Homicide apparently teached people
otherwise.. Very cute little VN although short still makes You Feel emotionally involved with the Characters. Also the Art ist
beautiful.. I want to recommend everyone to play this game. The story is easy to guess but it still can make you cry. Its really
good game and so much better than I expected. Its worth every pennies I payed. You will know why does this game worth for
your money after you play this game.. This visual novel is amazing with incredible stunning visuals, full japanese audio, and the
characters are animated (which is a nice touch) and a compelling love story between the two characters Mori and Yan.. god I
love this. Fox Hime Zero is a visual novel without decission making so you can just read your way through this beautiful and
well-written novel. The music and the art are great, nicely polished and not tiresome at all. The dialogues between characters are
enjoyable. The whole plot is just so good that it amazed me, hell I even cried with this and I don't cry easily. A great product
overall. totally recommended.. i have nothing to say this review but i love the game, i would recommend it to buy!

Video guide! : Thanks to player Pineapple who made a guide video for this game! I am your fan now! Check it out!
--------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- the link :.
Bug fixes : Fixed some English dialogue errors: 'Sliver' is now 'silver'! Now fixed! Work on a thorough English dialogue fix is
underway.. New Version Updated! : New version edits some game details: -fix the start of fonts test -powered up the crystal
sword -adjusted some positions of treasure chests -some abilities of treasures and monsters have been adjusted -improved the
difficulty balance of the game Thank you for all your support! ----------------------------------------------------------------------.
WalkThrough FOR EVIL MAZE! : :No Slithereen May Fail
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Thanks for you :No Slithereen May Fail Your
chinese walkthrough is very powerful!!! good work! I am your fans now! love u!. Response to censorship questions : This game
originated from a previous version which is no longer being sold. It was created by our old group which dissolved after the
launch of the previous version. This game is what is left from that group. The new team for this game is ZOV GAME STUDIO,
created from the ashes of our old group. Many changes were made to the original version for this Steam release which has
raised some questions. The biggest question is why this game is censored: Our main goal in this was to make this game for all
ages so that it reach a larger audience.. New Game :. EVIL MAZEA NEW VERSION HAS UPDATED : fixed the bug of
RGSS3 Player has stopped working
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